
4CH / 8CH H.265 MOBILE DVR
INTERNAL REMOVABLE HARD DRIVE BAY

INTRODUCTION

CV-MR4205 / CV-MR4206 / CV-MR8205 / CV-MR8206 Series, mobile digital video recorder ( MDVR ) 
internal removable hard drive bay, employ the new H.265 video compression standard, also 
know as High Efficiency Video Coding ( HEVC ), provide multiple different resolution streams for 
your options, can optimize the storage technology. Support 2.5" SATA HDD / SSD enclosure and 
SD memory card reader allows you to easily access various storage media. Multiple extension 
interfaces supporting display terminal of alarm and status, external G-sensor, etc.

MAIN FEATURES

CARAVISION SET TO LAUNCH 4CH / 8CH H.265 MOBILE DVR
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❖ Employ H.265 video compression format to lower the bandwidth and boost your storage efficiency
❖ Enables real-time remote monitoring and accepts up to 1080P 4 / 8 cameras for simultaneous recording
❖ By forward-facing ADAS cameras, various interactive assistance functions can be realized

‧Adapted with G-Sensor event triggered record

‧Adapted 4G / Wi-Fi function ( MR8206 )

‧Support 2.5” SSD storage recorder ( Max capacity 2TB )

‧Backup recording on SD card and record event-triggered videos

‧User / operator may always track wherever the vehicle position or history routes from its GPS trace



‧DC 8V ~ 36V wide range power input

‧Power-off protection avoiding key data from loss

‧Support driver-operated panic button for an emergency alert

SPECIFICATION

‧With the aluminum alloy outer case, it dissipates heat 

more effectively and its rugged sturdy housing make it 

shockproof

‧It can’t record without put on the SD cover
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Removable hard drive bay makes it easy to swap 2.5” 
SATA hard drives in and out of your mobile digital video 
recorder that saves you installation time and improve fleet 
management efficiency.

Metal keyhole and hard drive locker, double safety lock 
design protect your hard drives from missing
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SERVER ARCHITECTURE

Additional security functions can be implemented in the reverse proxy server to further protect your internal 

network from outside users.

With more than 30 years of video technology support from our parent company HI-SHARP in the security and 

surveillance field, Caravision focuses on the research and development of in-vehicle security and surveillance 

equipment, with a full range of products developed and manufactured in Taiwan.

Our products for large commercial vehicles is particularly impressive, and Caravision has flexibly constructed a line 

of automotive video products, providing various AI intelligent video identification technology, advanced driver 

assistance system ( ADAS ), driving vision assistance system integration and fleet management services.

For more information and product details, please visit www.caravis ion.com.tw

334012 No.673, Changxing Rd., Bade Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan ( R.O.C.)
TEL. +886-3-365-1895
FAX. +886-3-365-8119
sales@caravision.com.tw
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